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T HE E NEMY W ITHIN : D ECIPHERING D EMOCRATS ’ E XCREMENT
“We don't know the course our
own struggle will take, or the sacrifices that might lie ahead. We do
know, however, that the defense of
freedom is worth our sacrifice, we
do know the love of freedom is the
mightiest force of history, and we
do know the cause of freedom will
once again prevail.”
GWB—
November 11, 2005.

Quite frankly, the
Democrats know their
ship has sailed and
they’re stuck on a
island with no hope of
regaining a civilization
to take and control.
They had successfully
campaigned for decades
on the same platform, but failed to
enact any of their promises. As
We must take a step back and assess they slid further to the left, only
the reasons for the Democrats to the crazy and stupid would be
deliberately reduce the respect of a inclined to support their efforts.
United States President during a
major offensive against terrorism. In We have survived wars, but those
numerous sound bytes and news that we have failed to win were
conferences, the Democrats have directly influenced and interfered
been airing our laundry on a global with by the liberals. Despite the
scale. Their fictional rhetoric has late 60s protests at the Democrat
been embraced and rebroadcast all Convention in Chicago, the liberals
across the world, including into the were already forming the new
theater of operations to al Qaeda.
Democrat party and influencing the
character of the leftwing nation.
Why would the Democrats be so
Hell-bent on destroying the personal In desperation, by the 1990s, the
character of a President and at the liberals had pointed their fingers at
same time undermine the men and conservatives and argued they had
women fighting in an honorable war moved too far right, while failing to
in a foreign land? The selfish intent of admit that they hadn’t been able to
the Democrats must be called in to see the middle-of-the-road since
muster by the citizens of the United 1964. The elitist took over the
States; there is never a good reason to party, created a dependent class out
speak fictitiously about anyone who is of the minorities and vilified the
willing to surrender their personal concept of progress and corrupted
life to serve their fellow man.
the meaning of capitalism.

http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2005/11/20051111-1.html

During
his
speech at the
Tobyhanna
Army Depot,
T obyha n na ,
Pennsylvania
on Veterans’
Day, President Bush, still being very
respectful and dignified, began his
new presidency. Not only did he
give an excellent presentment of our
commitment to those we are sending
into harms way, but he also crystallized a clear message to those our
troops are liberating and to those our
troops are fighting.

The students from a private Christian high
school were ambushed while walking
through a cocoa plantation in Poso Kota
subdistrict on their way to class, police
Maj. Riky Naldo said. The area is close to
the provincial capital of Palu, about 1,000
miles northeast of Jakarta.

Naldo said the heads of three victims
were found several miles from their
bodies. Two were left near a police
station and another in front of a newly
built Christian church.
In Jakarta, President Susilo Bambang
Yudhoyono ordered police to track
down the killers.
"I condemn this barbarous killing,
whoever the perpetrators are and
whatever their motives," he said.
National police spokesman Brig. Gen.

The knocking-kneed GOP suits in DC
compromised Iraq by overreacting to
every liberal allegation. Rather than
calling the general that fired his gun
next to the head of an enemy a hero, he
too gets flogged by
Congress. Only
God knows where
this American hero
is today.

Only those struggles at home with
the liberals cause
indigestion among
our fighting men
and women. It is
We still have five
the lack of will
USSC justices that
displayed by the left
need to be called
and the very willingness to retreat, President Bush receives the respectful upon to answer for
salute due him by American Veterans.
their failure to
vacate and hang-out Tobyhanna Army Depot
to dry an entire Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania 11-11-05 properly uphold the
Constitution; they
nation. Their idealmust
be
impeached.
Then we have
isms have had a major impact on both
those with guts enough to serve and Gorelick, Berger and both Clintons who
those with guts enough to consider need to be investigated for their part in
9-11. We are becoming impatient.
enlisting to serve a higher calling.
A government-mediated truce succeeded
in ending the conflict in early 2002, but
there have since been a series of bomb
Arjanto Boedihardjo said the wounded
attacks and assassinations of Christians.
student told police that there were six
These included a blast at a market in Poso,
masked attackers who were wearing
a predominantly Christian town, that
black shirts.
killed 22 people in May.
Indonesia is the world's most populous
Christian leaders have repeatedly accused
Muslim nation, but Central Sulawesi
authorities in Jakarta of not doing enough
has a roughly equal number of Musto find the perpetrators and bring them to
lims and Christians. The province was
justice.
the scene of a bloody sectarian war in
2001-2002 that killed around 1,000 The Christian-Muslim conflict in Sulawesi
was an extension of a wider sectarian war
people from both communities.
in the nearby Maluku archipelago in which
At the time, beheadings, burnings and
up to 9,000 perished between 1999 and
other atrocities were common.
2002.

Three school girls beheaded in Indonesia By ALI KOTARUMALOS
JAKARTA, Indonesia -- Unidentified
assailants attacked a group of high school
girls on Saturday in Indonesia's tense
province of Central Sulawesi, beheading
three and seriously wounding another,
police said.

All that is left is the GOP controlled
Congress. While the President was
being beat up and tossed out before the
international media and European trash,
the GOP silently sat on their hands.
Like Christ carrying His cross to Calgary, few were willing to step-in and
help our President bear the burden of
his cross and the relentless flogging by
the liberal Democrats; who hold onto
hopes they’ll witness his crucifixion.
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W HICH R IGHTS W OULD Y OU S URRENDER ? B Y J IM H AFEMAN
During my 2002 campaign bid for the
109th District State Representative seat
in Lansing, I received a telephone call
from a woman who had identified herself
as a supporter. That may have been
short-lived.
The conversation soon
turned to rights and responsibilities since
this was a period just post-9-11.
The woman, God Bless her good intentions, stated that she would be willing to
give up some of her rights if it would
make our nation safer. Like connecting
two opposite cables to a car battery, I
was unable to contain myself. As a
former Marine and law enforcement
veteran, it was probably detrimental to
my campaign since I was unable, or
perhaps unwilling, to come across as a
meek, passive individual. Simply stated,
I had stressed to her to never, ever
surrender any right for whatever purpose. The loss of one leads to another
until all the pieces of the domino set are
lying flat and useless.

F RENCH F RIES

There are some in society that have made
it appear as if the Constitution was a
living document; living, breathing and
adapting. The sense that this great document is a living document is like saying
the Ten Commandments is also a living
document. In truth, there is no room in
either of these very important writings to
provide any interpretation except for the
exact words as they are written. Neither
allows for flexibility simply based on
social or political movements.
The weaknesses demonstrated by the
various attempts to rewrite the words or
make modifications to the original, preAmendment structure of the national
government, provides the catalysis for an
unrecognizable form of government in
our future. As with the Bill of Rights,
there are also exact words with exact
meanings; no one may change them, not
even the USSC; unless of course there is
a majority of liberals on the court, then it
is evident that anything goes.

OR

The very narrow flexibility of the Constitution is provided in amendments. Like God’s
Ten Commandments, we may only add what
we think is right and proper, but we must
stay true to the original words and its original
intent. We may expand our historic values
by writing new amendments or writing laws
to prohibit abuse, neglect and specific criminal activity. Like church dogma, we may
define the leadership and direction, but not
by weakening the foundational principles.
God knew exactly what He meant when He
gave us His Commandments. So too with
the Constitution; it offers no room for
change. Until the Constitution is replaced,
like the Ten Commandments, the Constitution shall remain carved in stone.
Surrendering any right to a government is an
act of condoning the empowerment of the
governmental authority over the people.
Through the created dependence of the poor
and chipping away at the rights and livelihood
of the middle class through taxes, the government is controlling the citizens’ lives.

quently point out the differences between
Americans and other Americans. Our
saving grace is that most minorities are
Christians, but the movement from the
oppressed areas created by the Great Society to the welcoming arms of Muslims
could lead us into a society that has no base
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,174868,00.html
in God, but coinciding with the liberals
~Is the United States on the fringe of secular union base that is fully entrenched
having the same type of mass uprising as with dictates of human leaders.
they’re experiencing in France? Probably.
It is quite obvious that Muslims are not
Our least brightest and those with very
heard by their god otherwise they would
low self-esteem are easily recruited into pray for our conversion and simply hold
gangs; today’s gangs may well include the
onto to hopes we would see the light; like
radical Muslims. Our prisoners, especially
the Christians do. Christians leave others
the minorities, are recruited by Muslims. alone to decide for themselves and their
Farrakhan and the Democrats have assured
evangelization is designed only to help
the oppression of minorities and freothers hear the Word of God.

We have one of two things to look forward
to in our life time; a world decimated with
hate, murder and vulgarity or a world
based in respect and peace. Peace comes
with freedom and freedom comes from
strength and a faith in God. The challenge
now becomes which decision we will make
and how will we get there?
A hint: We will never become a powerful,
self-reliant society again as long was we
spend our time in front of the television
watching Oprah and CNN. The truth lies
within the values and culture of society.
The failed social societies of Europe and
our northern brother, Canada, should be
hint enough for us to avoid such ignorance.
Keep in mind; God will save America only
if Americans choose to save God. ~JP

IT TAKES A VILLAGE TO DESTROY A CHILD By Tom DeWeese

“Parents should expect their children to
lose some weight and grow more slowly
for a time after starting on stimulant medication, and this should be monitored,” says
pediatrician Sally Poulton of the University.
Two of the studies reviewed by Poulton
and colleagues suggest that children who
experience nausea and vomiting as an early
side effect of Ritalin may be uniquely
vulnerable to slow growth. University of

In any instance that the people decide that they
need to reign-in the government, the role of
the people in the ruling of their country should
be at the forefront. The United States should
be a nation that is truly for and by the people
that requires their vigilance. The single most
important change would be moving the role of
the people and their rights to Article I.

F RENCH T OAST ? Y OUR P LEASURE

PARIS — France declared a state of emergency Tuesday to quell the country's worst
unrest since the student uprisings of 1968
that toppled a government, and the prime
minister said the nation faced a "moment
of truth" over its failure to integrate Arab
and African immigrants and their children.

In the old days, children were warned not
to smoke because it would stunt their
growth. Apparently the same warning can
now be issued on Ritalin. Researchers at
the University of Sydney have analyzed 29
separate studies on the subject and have
concluded that there is indication that some
Ritalin users may experience slow or even
stunted growth.

There is only one
acceptable method to
tear down our beloved
nation and rewrite the
our Constitution; that
would be through the
deliberative actions by
the people to take up
the cause of redefining the government and
rewriting the constitutional document. In light
of the political deviance and the non-stop
growth and controls of the government, we
may indeed want to call for a new Continental
Congress and take a newly rewritten and wisely
worded Constitution to the people for a fair,
just and proper ratification.

Iowa psychologist John R. Kramer, PhD,
who led one of the research teams, said that
this small sub group of Ritalin users ended
up more than 2 inches shorter than other
Ritalin users.

with an electronic microscope.
Ritalin is early training to introduce children
to drug abuse. Today, a black market for
obtaining Ritalin without a prescription has
developed on some college campuses, where
some students actually crush the pills and
snort them like cocaine. In fact, research has
shown that children on Ritalin are three times
more likely to develop a taste for cocaine.

experts on the subject have refused to answer
the simple question, “is ADD /ADHD a real
disease?” Medical researchers charge that
ADHD does not meet the definition of a disease
or syndrome or anything organic or biologic.
Instead, Baughman charges, ADHD was literRitalin, of course, is the drug of choice give ally invented by the American Psychiatric
to children diagnosed with Attention Defi- Association (APA).
Yet, with the money pouring into school
cit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). The
drug is now administered to over 10 mil- The explosion of new ADHD cases in the coffers, education officials, acting like local
lion American children, beginning as early 1990s, which continues today, can be traced street pushers, keep forcing it on unsuspectas four years old. Promoted by federal directly to a 1991 change in eligibility for ing, worried parents and their innocent chileducation policies, use of the drug in- federal education grants allowing schools to be dren. Ritalin: it will stunt your child’s
creased more than 500% in the 1990s.
paid $400 in annual grants for each child diag- growth; shrink their brains; cause violent
nosed with ADHD, after classifying it as a mood swings and cause addiction, just to treat
Yet, as usage continues to rise, Dr. Fred handicap.
a disease that doesn’t exist. And Americans
Baughman, a leading critic of ADHD thewonder what’s wrong with public education.
ory, warns that there still is no valid re- Ritalin is known to cause cardiac arrythmia,
search to prove that ADHD even exists! To tachycardia and hypertension. Research has Tom DeWeese is the President of the Ameridate, according to Baughman, there has proven that Ritalin can interfere with body can Policy Center; an activist think tank in
never been a single bit of physical evidence phospholipid chemistry (body fat), causing the Warrenton, VA. Copyright, Tom DeWeese,
to confirm the disease exists. So-called accumulation of abnormal membranes visible 2005
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A L Q AEDA O PERATIONS C ENTER —B OSNIA
A French authority was called
on the carpet for referring to
the hoodlums burning down
France as “scum”. In fact, he
should have been reprimanded
for not being honest enough to
call them “Muslim scum”.
In the spirit of Ramadan, the
Muslims in Europe are burning
things they don’t own; things
others had worked to pay for.
In one instance, a 61 year old
man went out to extinguish his
burning car and the Muslims
beat him to death.

Contrasting the Muslims’
Ramadan with
Christians’
Christmas, we can easily see
that Muslims are not devoted
to any god, but to themselves.
The “disenfranchised” first
generation of Muslims learned
that the French hand-outs
were not enough and like their
ancestors, it was very important for others to do the work
while they reap the benefits.

According to Greg Copley of
the International Strategic
Studies Association, al Qaeda
had set their roots in Bosnia.

Finally, the Christians had
had enough and were fighting
back against the murderous
Muslims. This fight-back
was called “ethnic-cleansing”
Headquartered in Bosnia, the
by the UN and Clintons.
al Qaeda Operations Center
leaders have given instructions The UN and United States
to their followers to unleash helped facilitate the growth
destruction by any means.
and achievement by crushing
the attempts of the Christians
Does Bosnia sound familiar?
to fight against generations of
The UN and Clinton did sevoppression by the Muslims.
eral preemptive strikes against
So far 274 cities are burning in
We see the results of the
Christians in eastern Europe
France and is moving into
blind liberals and Muslim
during the 1990s.
Germany and possibly Italy.
movements; Viva La France!

M IDDLE CLASS FILLING UP MILITARY , STUDY SAYS B Y R OWAN S CARBOROUGH
Middle-class youths, not the poor, are
providing the bulk of wartime recruits to
the armed forces, according to a new study
by a conservative think tank.
The Heritage Foundation research paper
found that a higher percentage of middleclass and upper-middle-class families have
been providing enlistees for the war on
Islamic militants since the September 11
attacks on the United States.
Researchers matched the ZIP codes of
recruits over the past five years with federal
government estimates of household incomes in those neighborhoods. Contrary to
complaints from some liberal lawmakers
and pundits, the data show that the poor
are not shouldering the bulk of the military's need for new soldiers, airmen, sailors
and Marines.
The poorest neighborhoods provided 18
percent of recruits in prewar 1999 and
14.6 percent in 2003. By contrast, areas

where household incomes ranged from
$30,000 to $200,000 provided more than
85 percent.

the New York Times. The lawmaker called Military Recruits Before and After
on the Bush administration to reinstate 9/11."
compulsory service.
Mr. Kane said overall evidence "is at
“We found that recruits tend to come from Mr. Rangel's Washington office did not odds with the image, painted by some
middle-class areas, with disproportionately respond yesterday to the Heritage report. supporters of the draft, that the military
fewer from low-income areas," said the
The draft was discontinued in 1973, and exploits poor, ignorant young Americans
report, prepared by Tim Kane, an Air the all-volunteer force eventually grew by using slick advertising that promises
Force Academy graduate and economics into what many national security officials technical careers in the military to dupe
scholar. "Overall, the income distribution see as the best-trained military force in them into trading their feeble opportuniof military enlistees is more similar to than history.
ties in the private sector for a meager
different from the income distribution of
role as cannon fodder."
The
Heritage
report
states
that
median
the general population."
household income for all enlisted recruits About 98 percent of all enlistees from
The debate was begun in 2002 by Rep. in 1999 was $41,141, compared with the 1999 to 2003 had a high school diploma,
Charles B. Rangel, New York Democrat, national median of $41,994. By 2003, the compared with 75 percent of nonas U.S. troops were fighting in Afghanistan recruit household income reached recruits nationwide.
and preparing for war in Iraq.
$42,822, when adjusted for inflation.
"In an education context, rather than
"A disproportionate number of the poor "In other words, on average, recruits in attracting underprivileged young Ameriand members of minority groups make up 2003 were from wealthier neighborhoods cans, the military seems to be attracting
the enlisted ranks of the military, while than were recruits in 1999," said the above-average Americans," Mr. Kane
most privileged Americans are underrep- report, titled, "Who Bears the Burden? wrote.
resented or absent," Mr. Rangel wrote in Demographic Characteristics of U.S.
http://www.washtimes.com/national/20051107-113124-8563r.htm

T IRED OF Y OUR L EGISLATORS ’ F AILURES ? H IT T HEM W HERE IT H URTS !
No matter which political party
you prefer, some of our legislators at the state and federal
levels are failing to carry
through on promises and have
elected to ignore their base.
It’s time to hit them where it
hurts the most; in their little
campaign pocket books.

support and then they begin
requesting “urgent” funds or
some other money to help the
candidate or the cause. It’s
time to hold-back any of our
contributions.

It may be important to explain
to the individual calling that
you are very disappointed and
Supporters receive telephone won’t be interested in giving
calls thanking them for their any further support until your

party gets off their butts and
gets their job done. Although
it doesn’t matter with Democrats since most of their funds
come from out-of-state. The
GOP on-the-other-hand may
influence legislators; they will
certainly feel the crunch and
the wrath of their constituency
in a hurry. Don’t write that
check until you see results!
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GOP C ONGRESS M UST D O —A N EW C ONTRACT

With all the brilliant minds and diversity
that prevails within the 109th Congress,
that fact alone provides Americans with an
air of optimism that the GOP will rule as
winners and step on the liberals’ toes as
they move a positive agenda for the United
States forward. There are some must-do
issues that cannot wait for another round of
elections and unfiltered and empty campaign promises by the Democrats.
The GOP must gut all the failed liberal
policies, reassess our global status and
define our future. The GOP were elected
to make significant changes while they have
a President to work with, perhaps these:

•

•

•

•
•

•

Revamp or eliminate Social Security—require that all contribute or
no one. Give SS checks based on
other retirement incomes.
Eliminate the EPA—Turn environmental issues over to the states.

L AND U SE

AND

The recent USSC decision in Kelo v. New
London where five justices, that should be
impeached, changed the words “public use”
to “public purpose” is only one indication that
our property rights are in jeopardy.
Locally, the Yellow Dog Plains in north
Marquette County has been enjoyed by
hunters, hikers, fisherman, cross-country
skiers, ORV and snowmobile enthusiasts
for many years. A sizeable portion of the
land enjoyed is privately owned by some
companies, including Kennecott Minerals
Company, KMC. The Triple-A road
dissects the KMC property and even with
the plausibility of frivolous law suits by the
users. KMC has been very generous in
allowing people to freely trespass and use
their property for recreation and pleasure.

C ONTRASTING

Any suggestion that a state elects their
governor solely on the propensity of the
guy in the White House is as obscene as
O’Reilly stating boldly that the “Spin Stops
here!” Even those who are products of the
public education system are generally
intelligent enough not to align one political
anomaly with another, but in this case, it
was merely the status quo governorships.

FBI and DOJ must be strictly law
enforcement.
Turn all intelligence issues over to a
joint operation consisting of the
NSA, CIA and Pentagon which fall
directly under Homeland Security .
FEMA must go under regional
operations and the regionally affected states will be the sole governing authority. All disasterspecific contributions will be sent to
the regional operations center and
disbursed according to operational
needs to the participating nonprofit help organizations.

•

•
•
•

No agency shall have authorization
to enact any rule or regulation that
provides for fines or other costs—
Only the legislative body has the
power to write law.
No grants or other federal funds
shall be disbursed to any nongovernment entity.

•
•

•

Incomes above $150K shall not be
provided any deductions; a flat
15% tax shall be levied.
The federal budget shall pay for the
health, safety and welfare first and
foremost. The remaining monies
shall be distributed as follows: 25%
will be saved for emergencies and
the remaining portion shall be
divided equally between Houses
and then equally divided among the
representatives to use back home.

•

A MERICA

Congress and Courts shall abide by
the Constitution, which shall include
an overriding veto vote.
No irrelevant riders are permitted
on any bill. All proposals may go to
a committee for adjustments, but
shall go to the floor for a vote.
Congress shall establish a catastrophic fund for long-term illnesses
based on a percentage contribution
by all insurance companies. All
contributors, including both Medicare and Medicaid shall have access
once a predetermined level of a lifetime health care costs has been
reached, e.g., $250,000.
All law suits lost by a person bringing the suit shall require an automatic reimbursement by the individual bringing suit or their representative attorney.

P RIVATE P ROPERTY R IGHTS ; A M AJOR I SSUE
However, when it came time for KMC to
utilize their investment and take advantage
of their mineral rights and mine for ore,
the same people that had benefited from
the use of the property for all these years
turned on the company and demanded
KMC halt any activity that would yield the
company a profit. The taxes paid and the
road improvements done by KMC after a
washout is expected, but not rewarded.
This local mindset is indicative of the State
mentality as well.

Recently, Granholm provided The Nature
Conservancy with property, buffer zones
and pacts that allow easements, which
clearly infringe on the rights of the private
property owners adjacent to the TNC
lands. In Montana it is reported that TNC
property is off-limits and it’s illegal to
hunt, fish or trespass on the property
owned or controlled by TNC. This has set
the precedent for all non-profits and we
will witness this in the Keweenaw as well;
any public enjoyment will be prohibited.

The State of Michigan has a history of
taking all they can and returning nothing to
law-abiding property owners. The State
retains a significant portion of the mineral
rights on private property and confiscates
land simply because of tax delinquency.

With the State sales tax at 6%, tobacco
tax, income tax, death tax and destructive
business taxes, there is no reason why any
private properties consisting of fewer than
41 acres is taxed. This is especially true
for any active farm properties.

THE

Bill O’Reilly recently opined in his editorial commentary that the two governor
seats won by Democrats was the result of
the nation’s non-support of President Bush.
When the failed Granholm Administration
is replaced by a Republican Governor, will
O’Reilly and other leftwing icons freely
admit that the election was a mandate on
behalf of President Bush?

Eliminate the Department of Education—Turn all education, hot
lunch and tuition funding over to
the states. Curriculum must be a
State-based development.

WITH

It is alright for the State to negotiate
property sales to non-profits and for the
State to own large chunks land, which is
somehow exempt from payment during
the lean years, but God help the private
property owner if they should become
delinquent on their property taxes. Even
the property that is already bought and
paid for and worth a lot more than the
taxes will be sold to pay for the taxes.
Farmers are particularly susceptible to
the whims of the State. Generations may
farm land, but a death tax that is astronomical will destroy the homestead and
turn the land into a development. Or,
TNC will get the land and then prohibit
the next-door farmer from using non-eco
friendly fertilizers.

P OLITICAL I DEOLOGIES

Dismissing O’Reilly’s profound ignorance,
the citizens are also quite aware of one
major fact of the Bush Presidency; they
knew he was naïve’ to think he could go to
Washington and work with Democrats.
He should have learned a valuable lesson
from Jimmy Carter who was chewed-up
and spit-out by his own party. In both
instances, an idealist with convictions and
honorable intents went to Washington to
make the country better by were DNC’d.

The Democrats, represented well by the
jackass, are crossing that proverbial New
Hampshire covered bridge with blinders
on and like the life-saving skills of Teddy
Kennedy, they fail to see the life that needs
to be saved from the dark, cold water.

Truly, methodology is the most important
and key principle utilized to define either
political party. The GOP shrinks the need
for an expansive government and advocates self-reliance while the Democrats see
The Democrats have no intentions of ever a need to expand the government because
making the country better or providing an the improvised citizens need handouts, not
atmosphere for success; that is opposite of empowerment. The cloud that settled
their agendas. Howard Dean, in a very over New Orleans after the flood was very
humorous declaration, stated on Meet the visible to the rest of the nation; the poor
Press that his party wants to change the gathered and waited for someone to take
image seen after Katrina.
care of them. Some died while waiting.

This is not what red-blooded Americans
would consider a nationally progressive
ideology. The extreme opposite is the
case. The generational expansion that
had dictated the mindset of the people
between the Great Depression and
today’s dependent class can’t go without
significant scrutiny.
During the poorest episode of American
history we are able to view photographs
of city people standing in soup-lines
waiting to be fed and standing on street
corners waiting for someone to come by
and hire them, even if it was only for an
afternoon. In stark contrast, today’s
poor demand rent, utilities and cable TV
be paid for by the taxpayer while they
wait for their check before evacuating.

P AGE 5
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Education At Risk By C. J. Williams
Through her 1996 book, ‘It
Takes A Village’, Hillary Clinton
popularized the old proverb “It
takes a village to raise a child”.
Though this concept may conjure
up warm and fuzzy feelings of
neighbors looking out for the
health, education, and welfare of
neighborhood children, don’t be
fooled. The village that Comrade
Clinton was referencing is the
UN’s global neighborhood, which
she and her philandering mate so
badly want Americans to embrace,
as the two of them continue clawing their way to the top of the UN
political food chain.
As well as interfering with all
other aspects of our lives, the UN
has developed a program for educating America’s children, but the
program isn’t based on academics.
Instead, it’s a social engineering
program for educators, which enables them to brainwash children
into adopting values other than
those upon which our nation was
formed. And, just for good measure, it integrates environmental
awareness as an integral part of
curriculum to ensure that Christianity will be replaced with Pantheism, which holds Mother Nature
as the only god to be worshipped.
Their program denigrates Christian family values, and trains young
minds to think in terms of peer
group values and the extreme necessity of fitting the peer group’s
mold so as not to be socially ostracized as an aberrational misfit,
locally, regionally, or globally.
In the global neighborhood, it’s
not about “I”, it’s all about collectivizing into “We” through more

social engineering programs that lead
to the casting off of bigotry and even
a smidgeon of intolerance for people
of different color, creed, culture, and
sexual preferences. It’s the death of
autonomy; kiss individualism and
uniqueness good-bye and say hello to
the melding of value systems based on
a conceptualized and all encompassing cultural system that glorifies so- level, and students are being graded
not just on fitting the globaloney
cial equity for all of mankind.
mold academically, but also on their
Because traditional Americans willingness to achieve “Lifelong
wouldn’t willingly climb into a pot of Learning Skills” as compassionate
Social Equity Soup or allow their Nurturers, compliant Workers, and
children to do so either, the players in good little world Citizens. TradiAmerica’s sinister shadow government tional letter grades have been reof elitist Communitarians have a placed with “E, M, B, and U”, which
game plan that’s been in play for denote that a student exceeds, meets,
years.
or is below grade level expectations.
Their team players are none other “U” stands for an “urgent need” to
than our “in-service” trained educa- meet expectations.
tors and the various other
“cooperative educational services”
stakeholders, including appointed
business and industry personnel, now
taking over our community schools as
third-party managers. These socialistic suck-ups, with fists full of grants
and World Bank money dangling like
carrots before braying jackasses, are
bringing America into compliance
with the UN’s mandate for
“regionalizing” local community
schools so that globalists can better
take the helm in turning our youth
into a compliant workforce for the
future. Michigan, along with Wisconsin, are members of multi-state
Region 5, headquartered in Chicago,
so don’t be lulled into a false sense of
security that regionalizing relates only
to a few nearby counties.

notice of the direction their children’s school systems are taking.
Like homosexuals and other aberrations of society, the shadow
government socialists are feeling
empowered to come out of the
closet because the apathetic
American public poses no threat.
People like the Clintons, along
with other paragons of platitudes
such as Ted Kennedy and John
Kerry, tell us that parents can’t
raise children on their own and
that government, through our
various educational institutions
should take charge of child rearing. And, like dummies, we let
them get away with it. Coupled
now with that is the fact that even
some courts are taking the stand
that parental rights end at the
school house door. Yet, we do
not snarl like the wolves they’ve
put among us; we baa like dutiful
Sheeple instead.

The UN-driven education program for our nation’s schools is not
only messing with our kid’s heads,
but is also destructively malignant to
our traditional American way of life.
Regardless, those who should know
better are allowing themselves to be
trained, through social engineering,
to accept a perverted utopian concept
that falsely promises light at the end
of future generations’ economic tunnel once everyone can learn to get
along in the UN’s global sandbox.
Do yourself and your offspring
And it’s educators who are in that
a
sandbox with our children right now, favor and educate yourself by
reading the information found at
teaching them to build castles withthe below links. Search the web
out Christian foundations.
for key words and phrases on
It’s taken years for these goose- your own and assimilate what you
steppers to lay the groundwork, but learn. Then get up on your hind
state “Cooperative Educational Ser- legs and start pounding your
vice Associations” are gradually be- chest in your little village before
In fact, report cards in many Wis- coming more visible to the moms it becomes far too late to save
consin school districts are already and pops who have been too im- your village children. ~ CJ
becoming regionalized on the state mersed in financial survival to take

The UN connection - Promoting Education, Public Awareness and Training
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/agenda21/english/agenda21chapter36.htm
UN connection -WI state superintendent
http://dpi.wi.gov/seachange/
Wisconsin office of Education Accountability
http://dpi.wi.gov/oea/

SUGGESTED LINKS

U. P. Patriots

http://www.pagebypagebooks.com/Gilbert_K_Chesterton/Orthodoxy/ (A must read from1908)

Disclaimer—KOA Statement
The Yooper Scooper is a private newsletter to be
exchanged among friends and like-minded individuals via
the internet or through a hard copy printed at personal
expense. Even though Democrats can campaign from
the pulpit while Catholic Priests have to remain silent
with threats of being removed from their non-profit
status by the Democrats, the freedom of speech still has
meaning and relevance among the people. We would
like to take this opportunity to stress that if you take
offense to the content of this newsletter you are
probably indeed a descendent from monkeys. As for the
rest of us, we hold the truths of God, Creationism, Free
Will, Ten Commandments and the Constitution close to
our hearts and within our souls. ~J. Powers, Editor

Video:

http://www.c-span.org/search/basic.asp?ResultStart=1&ResultCount=10&BasicQueryText=Tobyhanna+Army+Depot&image1.x=29&image1.y=13

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricane_Katrina
http://www.federalobserver.com/archive.php?aid=10246
http://www.fredoneverything.net/FOE_Frame_Column.htm
http://www.epa.gov/glnpo/fund/mining/II/miningideas2appa.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/glnpo/fund/mining/II/miningideas2appb.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/glnpo/fund/mining/II/miningideas2appc.pdf
http://www.psychsearch.net/teenscreen.html
http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/new.php?n=5384
http://ap.tbo.com/ap/breaking/MGBZG6DSXFE.html (Note last paragraph)
http://www.house.gov/paul/tst/tst2005/tst110705.htm
http://www.science-frontiers.com/sf124/sf124p10.htm
http://www.cesa7.k12.wi.us/newweb/
http://www.unep.org/Documents.Multilingual/Default.Print.asp?DocumentID=52&ArticleID=4415&l=en

E-mail us at: YOOPSCOOP@YAHOO.COM

http://www.themonitor.com/
http://www.michnews.com/artman/publish/article_10247.shtml
http://search.wi.gov/query.html?qt=nature+conservancy&style=dnr

Have a gripe? Want to vent?
Have a comment to share with other
Yooper Scooper readers?

http://conserveonline.org/workspaces/cap/base_view
http://resourcescommittee.house.gov/issues/emr/anwr/perspectives.htm
http://www.anwr.org/

http://glrc.org/transcript.php3?story_id=2828

W HAT IS THE R OLE OF THE M ILITARY WITHIN THE U NITED S TATES ?
Do you favor using the military to enforce a quarantine in the event of an Avian flu pandemic?
Yes:
79.5%
No:
10%
Not sure:
10.5%

http://www.wcbm.com/results.asp?pollID=676

In the ruins of Louisiana we were given
a glimpse of what may happen when the
military is turned into a civil authority.
The modern military stayed true to
their mission and were very effective
humanitarians. They provided sky and
ground-level rescues and setup medical
triage areas. They provided support
when it was most needed and answered
the call when civilian authorities failed.

However, the role of the military is
very narrow and must remain so. The
required flexibility for which they
must adapt may have a weakening and
devastating effect on the military component and their ability to fight a war.
We can be thankful for those dedicated
to protecting us and the innocent
around the world while they destroy
and capture the enemy.

Often our military men and women There are some saving graces
must protect both the unable and the that may help protect us. First,
unwilling and our Constitution.
no weak-kneed liberal will serve
in a military position unless
The poll to the left has an intriguing there’s a battalion made just for
component to it; people are willing to homosexuals and tree-huggers.
let their military step-in and control Second, by the time the panthe citizenry. In effect, the authority demic comes around, those
over civilians will go to those who are promoted by Clinton the First
sworn to protect the Constitution.
will be on the federal retirement
The military has been known to fight doles instead of having any
and die for the Constitution during our power and authority over our
history and it would not sit well with troops. Those in the military
will remain smart enough to
active military members or veterans.
reject the trampling on citizens’
The suggestion of using the military to rights. But, Clinton II or some
intervene and control citizens, for clone is waiting in the wings to
whatever reason, leaves a bitter taste assume office with sizeable
in the mouths of all patriots, current comrade base of communists
and former members of the military Democrats. We certainly can’t
and should be an insult to any citizen. rely on the USSC to override
The use of the military to force segre- the deployment of troops—
gation within a community would be a they’re untouchable since the
sign of totalitarian desperation. The 109th Congress has failed to
Model Emergency Health Powers Act impeach the five that had
mentioned in several issues of the YS, changed the Constitution. If
should not only give us pause, but and when the liberals regain any
sound alarms. The Act has clauses that power base, we then need to
Always remember:
effectively suspend all constitutional worry!
“Keep your powder dry!”
rights and citizen movement.

